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wav playback, known as "Sequencer", was an instant hit. The M1 is a monophonic (one voice) polyphonic analog synthesizer that offers great flexibility, including 4 -voice polyphony and 4 -voice sequential mode, built-in effects (reverb, chorus and compression) and MIDI velocity and aftertouch (controller) support. The model uses the E-mu Emulator, the first commercial polyphonic, softwarebased, synthesizer ever produced. The M1 was widely used in mainstream and electronica music during the late 80s. History The M1 synthesizer is the result of a period of intense research on synthesis methods and equipment that began in 1982. It is the product of 8 years of development at E-mu, the company founded by Robert Moog. Numerous prototype synthesizers were produced and exhibited
by E-mu during the 1980s. At the end of that decade, a team headed by Ivan Tedjinić (Themantronix), a former E-mu employee, discovered and analyzed the circuit of the Emulator. They changed the original synthesis method and discovered a new sequencer, which was born. The name Emulator (an acronym of "Electronic Music Utilizing a Musical Instrument") was attributed to the Emulator's
generation of sound through a series of signals. This process is equivalent to a system of electronic musical instruments, where sound (or notes) are generated through a series of signals, as with a system of microphones. In 1985 E-mu launched the Emulator, the first polyphonic, software-based synthesizer. The Emulator was based on the sequencer developed in the 1980s. The Emulator was presented
in 1986 at the Chicago International Music Show. An analog version was launched in 1987 and a serial version in 1988. The Emulator's software version was released in 1988. The sequencing system was "patented" and renamed "Sequencer" in 1988. It offered a highly complex synthesis with multi- .wav playback and a real sequencer's panel that was the first polyphonic, software-based sequencer
available. Sequencer is an IEM (Intelligent Ensemble Music) software synthesis system. Sequel 1.0 was released in 1988. Its Sequencer system had 8 notes per octave with a resolution of 4 .wav playback. Its Sequencer system also offered up 82157476af
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